Abstract. Newborn cry analysis is a difficult task due to its nonstationary nature, combined to the presence of nonlinear behavior as well. Therefore, an adaptive hereditary optimization algorithm is implemented in order to avoid the use of windowing nor overlapping to capture the transient signal behavior. Identification of the linear part of this particular time series is carried out by employing an Autorregresive Moving Average (ARMA) structure; then, the resultant estimation error is approched by a Nonlinear Autorregresive Moving Average (NARMA) model, which realizes a Volterra cubic kernel by means of a bilinear homogeneous structure in order to capture burst behavior. Normal, deaf, asfixia, pain, and uncommon newborn cries are inspected for differentation.
Introduction
The newborn cry represents the heart-breathing coordination activity with the muscular larynx. The cry is an acoustics event that contains information about the central nerves system functioning as well. It is one of the most important natural ways of communication that a newborn has to interact with his/her environment; through crying, the newborn babies express their needs and basic feelings like hungry or pain. Crying is the only non visual option that neonatologists or pediatricians have for disease or malaise recognition.
The Golub [1] crying model is divided into four parts. The first part is the glottal system that is in charge to develop the pressure under the glottis necessary to drive the vocal folds. The second part is the source of sound located at the larynx. This sound source can be described mathematically, in frequency domain, as a periodic source or like noisy source. All these sources can work in an isolated or simultaneous way. Both acoustics sources are originated in the vocal folds. The periodic source is produced by the vocal folds vibration. The noise is seen as a turbulence and is the result of the forced air passing through a small opening between the vocal folds from the lungs. The third part is composed by the vocal and nasal tract in the larynx, these elements act like an acoustics filter where its transfer function characteristics change due to their form and length. The four part is the radiation that describes the filtering of sound between the infant mouth and a microphone located at a certain distance to obtain this acoustic signal [2] .
Nonstationary signals are those which present a time variable change of their statistical properties and frequency content [3] . For instance, we can find them in the areas of geology on seismic events [4] and of biomedicine over Heart Rate Variability (HVR) studies [5] , electroencephalogram (EEG) characterization [6] , newborn cry [2] and children speech analysis [7] , among others.
In the case of crying, the first studies started back in 1838 with Gardiner, using music notes and in 1855 Darwing studied the local anatomy and physiology of speech development and its relation with the emotion expression. Babies cannot satisfy their necessities by themselves, they completely depend on the attentions of adults. The cry is the natural way of communication to express their different emotional and physiological states.
The widespread presence of these kind of signals has required to study them deeply in order to understand their behavior; for example, some of them present an intermittent sequence of frequency content and chaotic behavior in time.
Newborn cry classification is based on linear features extraction in the area of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [2] . In the case of speech, Linear Predictive Coefficients (LPC) analysis has been carried out followed by a quadratic degree Volterra filtering of the obtained residual for speech coding [8] [9], analysis and synthesis [10] .
In this work, the hereditary computation of the signal correlation function, gives us the possibility to determine the time variyng parameters between windows of time automatically without windowing nor overlapping. This adaptive task is carried out by an autorregressive moving average (ARMA) model [11] in order to approach the linear part of five kinds of newborn cries: normal, deaf, asfixia, pain, and uncommon. Thus, the resulting estimation error is projected onto a cubic degree Volterra kernel by means of a particular bilinear structure [12] . A good estimation performance of newborn cry signals is obtained due to burst modeling by nonlinear approximation.
Adaptive Hereditary Computation
Adaptive hereditary computation has its origin in the area of systems identification by employing an ARMA model, in order to fit a stochastic realization to some measured output y τ , τ = 1, ..., t of an unknown system. The one-step ahead predictor therefore implemented, estimates the model coefficients without using a non linear optimization technique, as it is the case for gradient based or Gauss-Newton techniques [11] . Instead of it, recomputation of τ = 1, . . . , T past samples is developed by using the parameters obtained at time t ; hence, the correlation function is time variyng and up to date, avoiding in this way calculation errors due to incomplete correlation terms obtained with standard estimation methods.
ARMA Form
The one-step ahead predictor in ARMA form is written as follows:
whereỹ t = y t −ŷ t and a i ,b i are the autorregresive and input coefficients, respectively.
Hereditary Computation
As it was stated in the begining of this section, the transient optimization approach can be developed to the price of hereditary computation of the model coefficients, presenting a linear t-growing memory of size nt, with n as the system dimension or delay. Hence, the ARMA form having these characteristics is written as:
In order to obtain the model parameters, it is necessary to employ an evaluation criterium of how well (2) performs; this criterium consists on minimizing the mean square error (MSE) between the time series y t and the predictorŷ t τ :
where T is the time horizon of hereditary computation or re-computation of the estimated samples. This means that the estimator adapts its horizon every T samples to get the time-variyng parameters that characterize the signal of interest.
Derivating (3) with respect to the model parameters and separating terms to each side of the equality, leads us to the normal equations, see [13] , which contain the time-varying correlation and intercorrelation terms:
Once the aforementioned model parameters are calculated, it is possible to build the system transfer function and obtain the estimated output time series or the estimated system impulse response.
Nonstationary Behavior
A time series is considered nonstationary when there is a considerable part of the power spectra in the low frequencies, since the corresponding mode has very few oscillations during the observation time. Besides this, if the signal alternates between periodic and irregular behavior, it presents a nonlinear phenomena called intermittency. These caotic phases can be long or in the form of bursts [14] . The newborn cry presents both characteristics, a periodic behavior with and important spectral component in the low frequencies (pitch of 400-600Hz) combined with short intermittencies or bursts, see Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . Normal newborn cry spectra (up) and linear estimation error presenting bursts (bottom) Figure 2 shows a different spectral pattern distribution as well as very frequent jumps on the estimation error obtained by using (2).
Cubic Volterra Estimation
The errorỹ 1 t resulting of substracting the ARMA estimator (2) from the measured time series y t , can be approximated by a cubic Volterra kernel K 3 of the form:ŷ 
Bilinear Structure
It is a well known fact that a disadvantage of using a Volterra series for modeling nonlinear events is the curse of dimensionality, which makes the number of coefficients employed to grow fast with prediction horizon [8] . In the view of overcoming this feature, a bilinear homogeneous structure can generate separated Volterra series kernels recursively, yielding few parameters and allowing to choose the nonlinear degree of estimation [15] .
Proposition:
The homogeneous bilinear system that realizes the cubic Volterra kernel K 3 (t, τ 1 , τ 2 ) is the following:
with 
where
. In this work this kind of structure is used, but in order to be able to adapt the hereditary computation to it, the matrix canonical form in (6) has been developped to end up with a NARMA expression of the form:
The expresion for any nonlinear degree of (6) and derivation of (8) can be found in [12] .
Algorithm
Resuming the last two sections, the algorithm used in this work is the following:
1. Estimate the linear part of the signal by using (2), taking as optimization criterion (3).
2. Obtain and approach the resulting error on (5) by employing the estimator (8) at time t:ŷ
. . . y
, ∀τ = 1, . . . , t − 1 were obtained by minimizing the criterion:
and T is the time horizon of hereditary computation as in (3). 3. Obtain the kernel coefficients.
Results
This work has analyzed 10 recordings of 5 different kinds of newborn cries each: normal, deaf, asfixia, pain, and uncommon. These are one second recordings sampled at F s = 8000Hz that have been treated in segments of time horizon T = 20ms. It is important to mention that there is no overlapping between segments nor windowing to carry out the analysis. The order or dimension used for the linear estimator was of n = 10, considering the experience on speech and newborn cry analysis [2] .
After doing some testing, it was realized that the cubic kernel yields a good estimation from the beforehand mentioned error by using a dimension n = 1, leaving us with the expression (9) reduced to:
The algorithm quality is assessed after estimation by the criterium: (12) with N the number of samples. Table 1 shows that in a few cases using linear estimation suffices to describe a newborn cry behavior, whereas in most of them it is not enough to describe this kind of signal. This is an even more important characteristic in cases where the linear signal estimation performance is below 80 percent, as it is the case mainly for deaf newborn cry analysis. Pain crying was obtained by light stimulation of the infants and uncommon crying analysis has been included to show that linear signal estimation is not enough when the crying behavior presents abrupt changes, see 
Conclusions
This work presents as main contributions:
• The study of intermittencies present within newborn cries by using cubic Volterra analysis, which to the authors knowledge, it hasn't been implemented until now.
• The non use of overlapping nor windowing to compensate the nonstationary newborn cry behavior; the signal was just directly analized on segments of 20ms due to hereditary computation.
• The possibility of obtaining nonlinear characteristics from newborn cries, which will be useful to the community of pattern recognition and classification.
Once the Volterra kernels are realized, the estimator is able to recontruct the time series behavior based on the obtained error. There are some recent works on estimation of chaotic time series, see [16] and [17] , but they employ different Volterra kernel realizations. An interesting comparison of performance can be developped with optimization methods like the one shown in [18] ; even though, these models are neither autorregresive nor transient optimized, see [19] and [11] respectively. Given the close relation between the acoustics aspects of the crying and the anatomical and physiological characteristics of the newborn, the mathematical theory of signal processing plays an important part for the fundamental research about medical applications like diagnosis based on crying. Estimation based on hereditary and Volterra techniques allows to obtain a more accurate model of the crying signal, and therefore it can make certainly these kind of applications easier.
